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Regulation of steroid hormone receptor function by the 52-kDa
FK506-binding protein (FKBP52)
Jeffrey C Sivils1, Cheryl L Storer1, Mario D Galigniana2 and Marc B Cox1

The large FK506-binding protein FKBP52 has been

characterized as an important positive regulator of androgen,

glucocorticoid and progesterone receptor signaling pathways.

FKBP52 associates with receptor–Hsp90 complexes and is

proposed to have roles in both receptor hormone binding and

receptor subcellular localization. Data from biochemical and

cellular studies have been corroborated in whole animal

models as fkbp52-deficient male and female mice display

characteristics of androgen, glucocorticoid and/or

progesterone insensitivity. FKBP52 receptor specificity and the

specific phenotypes displayed by the fkbp52-deficient mice

have firmly established FKBP52 as a promising target for the

treatment of a variety of hormone-dependent diseases. Recent

studies demonstrated that the FKBP52 FK1 domain and the

proline-rich loop within this domain are functionally important

for FKBP52 regulation of receptor function. Based on these

data, efforts are currently underway to target the FKBP52 FK1

domain and the proline-rich loop with small molecule inhibitors.
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Introduction
In the absence of ligand, steroid receptors remain seques-

tered in the cytoplasm and/or nucleus in complex with

chaperone and co-chaperone proteins including, but not

limited to heat-shock protein 90 (Hsp90), heat-shock

protein 70 (Hsp70), a 23-kDa co-chaperone (p23) and

one of a family of proteins characterized by the presence

of an Hsp90-binding tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)

domain (also termed immunophilins) [reviewed in [1]].

The large 52-kDa FK506-binding protein (FKBP52; also

termed FKBP4) has been shown to associate with steroid

receptor complexes in vitro and acts as a specific positive

regulator of androgen (AR), glucocorticoid (GR) and

progesterone receptor (PR) function [2��,3�,4��]. Despite

the significant sequence, structural and/or functional

homology that exists between some steroid hormone

receptors (e.g. GR and MR) FKBP52 does not function-

ally affect any other known Hsp90 client proteins in-

cluding the mineralocorticoid (MR) and estrogen

receptors (ER). Thus, FKBP52 specifically regulates a

small subset of Hsp90 client proteins and a small subset of

steroid hormone receptors [5]. This specificity and the

specific phenotypes observed in the fkbp52-deficient mice

establish FKBP52 as an attractive therapeutic target for

the treatment of any disease that depends upon a func-

tional AR, GR and/or PR signaling pathway. FKBP52

association with receptor-chaperone complexes results in

an enhancement of receptor hormone binding [3�,6,7��]

and influences receptor localization within the cell

[reviewed in [8]]. The exact mechanism(s) of FKBP52

action is currently unknown, but important progress has

recently been made. Two partial crystal structures that,

together, span the full-length protein have been solved

[9]. FKBP52 consists of a C-terminal Hsp90-binding TPR

domain, an N-terminal FK1 domain that contains a func-

tional peptidyl/prolyl isomerase (PPIase) active site to

which the immunosuppressive ligand FK506 binds, and a

middle FK2 domain that is similar to FK1 but lacks

PPIase activity (Figure 1). In this review we discuss

the most significant findings over the past seven years

including roles for FKBP52 in hormone-dependent phys-

iological processes, FKBP52 regulation of receptor

nuclear localization, and functional domain mapping stu-

dies to identify critically important functional residues,

regions and/or domains on FKBP52. Finally, based on the

functional domain mapping studies, we discuss possible

therapeutic targeting strategies.

Physiological roles
Based on previous biochemical and cellular studies one

would predict that fkbp52-deficient mice would display

phenotypes consistent with various hormone insensitivity

syndromes. Indeed, fkbp52-deficient male mice display

phenotypes consistent with partial androgen insensitivity

syndrome including dysgenic seminal vesicles and pros-

tate, ambiguous external genitalia, hypospadias and nip-

ples retained into adulthood [2��,10��]. In addition to

alterations in primary and accessory sex organs, the epi-

didymis of fkbp52-deficient male mice have significantly

depressed sperm counts and the sperm display abnormal

morphology [11��]. Interestingly, in this same study

FKBP52 was also reported to be present in epididymal
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sperm flagella, suggesting that FKBP52 association with

dynein motor proteins (discussed below) may be involved

in flagellar movement, which is an androgen-independent

process.

The loss of FKBP52 in female fkbp52-deficient mice

results in infertility in both the C57BL6/129 and CD1

backgrounds [4��,12��]. The mice appear morphologically

normal; moreover, ovulation and fertilization are not

overtly hindered. Infertility appears to be due to pro-

gesterone resistance and uterine defects resulting in

embryonic implantation and decidualization failure

[12��,13��]. Implantation failure as a result of reduced

progesterone signaling may be due to increased uterine

oxidative stress in fkbp52-deficient female mice as a result

of reduced levels of the anti-oxidant peroxiredoxin-6

(PRDX6) [14]. Implantation failure was observed in

fkbp52-deficient, but not wild-type female mice with

paraquat-induced oxidative stress [12��]. Exogenous pro-

gesterone alone did not rescue implantation, but it did

with the addition of an antioxidant. Finally, the loss of

FKBP52 promotes the onset of endometriosis as pro-

gesterone resistance in fkbp52-deficient mice manifests

with increased cell proliferation, inflammation, and angio-

genesis resulting in endometriotic lesions [15��]. Further-

more, women with endometriosis have reduced FKBP52

expression compared to women without endometriosis.

FKBP52 knockout also results in phenotypes related to

GR signaling. Homozygous fkbp52-deficient mice were

initially reported to have high serum corticosterone

levels, which were hypothesized to result from the mice

compensating for reduced GR activity [16]. Heterozygous

fkbp52-deficient mice show increased susceptibility to

high fat diet-induced hyperglycemia and hyperinsuline-

mia that correlates with reduced insulin clearance, hepa-

tic steatosis and glucocorticoid resistance. This appears to

be the outcome of reduced GR control of gluconeogenesis

[17��].

Much effort has gone into understanding the functional

differences that distinguish FKBP52 from FKBP51, a

closely related protein that contains approximately 70%

similarity to FKBP52. fkbp51-deficient mice have also

been generated and were initially observed to display

no overt phenotypes. Interestingly knockout of both

FKBP51 and FKBP52 results in an embryonic lethality

phenotype (unpublished observations), although the

cause of this phenotype has not been investigated. This

finding demonstrates that FKBP51 and FKBP52 have

some functional redundancies in physiology. Whether or

not this functional redundancy is directly related to

steroid hormone receptor regulation is unknown and

studies to characterize the embryonic lethality phenotype

are needed to answer this question.

A role for FKBP52 in receptor localization
A given steroid receptor can be primarily cytoplasmic or

nuclear, but it is not confined to a subcellular compart-

ment. Actually, receptors undergo dynamic nucleo-cyto-

plasmic shuttling (25,32), and ligand-binding displaces

such equilibrium towards the nucleus. A debate exists

regarding whether the Hsp90-based chaperone complex

dissociates in the cytoplasm (a process referred to as

‘transformation’) or enters the nucleus still associated

with the receptor. The traditional model posited the

notion that transformation occurs rapidly upon ligand-

binding, so the receptor exposes its nuclear localization

signal (NLS) and concentrates in the nucleus by simple

diffusion [18,19]. Nonetheless, recent evidence showed

that dynein motor proteins associate with both the GR–

Hsp90 and MR–Hsp90 complexes via FKBP52,

suggesting that an active mechanism of retrotransport

could take place. Both FKBP52 and dynein are recruited

by the receptor heterocomplex upon steroid binding,

whereas FKBP51, an immunophilin that binds ineffi-

ciently to dynein, is released [20]. The disruption of

Hsp90 function, dynein binding or its motor function

increased the nuclear translocation half-time for GR

and MR by ten-fold [21��,22��]. Nevertheless, these
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Three-Dimensional Structure for FKBP52. A composite of two partial

structures for human FKBP52 (protein databank numbers 1Q1C and

1P5Q). The left panel illustrates the FKBP52 structure in ribbon format

and the right panel in molecular surface format. The individual domains

as well as regions of functional importance are individually colored. The

TPR domain (red) allows association with Hsp90-receptor complexes

through interaction with the Hsp90 EEVD motif. The FK1 domain (blue)

contains the PPIase active site as well as the proline-rich loop (orange),

which is proposed to serve as an interaction surface. FK1 is linked to the

FK2 domain (green) by way of the FK Linker (yellow). FK2, although

similar to FK1, lacks PPIase activity. The FK Linker contains a casein

kinase 2 phosphorylation site that, when phosphorylated, abrogates

FKBP52 function. The two partial structures were overlayed and the

figure was created using UCSF Chimera version 1.5.
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receptors reach the nucleus, suggesting the existence of

an alternative, Hsp90-FKBP52-independent mechanism

of movement (diffusion?). Inasmuch as the Hsp90-

FKBP52 complex is essential for the efficient retrograde

movement of the receptor, the next question is where

transformation takes place.

The receptor must pass through the nuclear pore com-

plex (NPC). This supramolecular structure permits the

free diffusion of small (<40 kDa) molecules. Larger

compounds necessitate active transport, requiring inter-

action with importin a (Impa), importin b (Impb) and

nuclear pore structures such as nucleoporins. Impa

binds the substrates’ NLS and is complexed with

Impb. The traditional model states that the NLS of

steroid receptors remains hidden as long as Hsp90 is

bound, and becomes exposed when the heterocomplex

dissociates upon steroid binding. This model has come

under question since there is persuasive evidence that

an untransformed complex is not only required for GR

association with the NPC, but also for an efficient

passage through the pore [reviewed in [23]]. Moreover,

Impb and Impa have been recovered in association

with GR–Hsp90 complexes [21��]. Additionally intact

MR–Hsp90–FKBP52 heterocomplexes have been

recovered from the soluble portion of the nucleus

[22��]. Impb and nucleoporins were also able to interact

directly with GR. Finally, both cross-linked GR and

MR accumulate in a steroid-dependent manner in the

nucleus of digitonin-permeabilized cells [21��,22��].

While preincubation  of permeabilized cells with NLS

peptide or anti-NLS antibody fully inhibited the

nuclear translocation of NLS-tagged albumin, neither

treatment completely blocked MR nuclear transloca-

tion, suggesting again the possible existence of alterna-

tive mechanism of translocation [24]. In both cases,

cytoplasmic transport and nuclear translocation, such an

alternative system is always less efficient and slower

than the Hsp90-FKBP52-dependent mechanism. This

fact must have physiological consequences when the

stimulus is deleterious (e.g. stress) and the homeostatic

responses must be rapid.

Interestingly, FKBP52 colocalizes with GR in the same

nuclear speckles attached to the nuclear matrix. Treat-

ment with high ionic strength and detergents cannot

dissociate these speckles in wild-type fibroblasts, but

GR is extracted in FKP52-KO cells (unpublished obser-

vations), suggesting that FKBP52 links GR to nuclear

structures. The functional meaning of this observation is

still unknown. One tempting speculation is that these

speckles may work as ‘maturation centers’ for post-trans-

lational modifications of GR (phosphorylation, acety-

lation, sumoylation, etc.). Whatever the function is, the

experimental evidence clearly shows that the propensity

of FKBP52 to affect the properties of steroid receptors is

not confined to the cytoplasmic complexes.

The FKBP52 FK1 proline-rich loop as an
interaction surface
Studies using chimeric receptor proteins in which the

domains of ER and GR were switched localized FKBP52

regulation of GR function to the receptor ligand-binding

domain (LBD) [3�]. Given that FKBP52 contains a func-

tional PPIase active site, the logical assumption is that

FKBP52 associates with receptor–Hsp90 complexes and

isomerizes a relevant proline substrate in the receptor

LBD, thereby priming the receptor for hormone binding.

However, mutations within the PPIase pocket that abol-

ished PPIase activity failed to abrogate FKBP52 regula-

tion of receptor function. Studies conducted by Riggs et

al. demonstrated that the FK1 domain itself is function-

ally important rather than the PPIase activity [7��]. In

particular, random mutagenesis was used to identify the

proline-rich loop (Figure 1) overhanging the PPIase

active site as being functionally important. Just two single

point mutations (A116V and L119P) in the analogous loop

on FKBP51, a highly similar protein that lacks receptor-

regulating ability in these assay systems, resulted in a

gain-of-function in which mutant FKBP51 regulated re-

ceptor activity in a similar manner to that of FKBP52.

These data suggest that differences in the proline-rich

loop functionally distinguish FKBP51 and FKBP52 and

that the proline-rich loop is functionally crucial for the

regulation of receptor activity. The current prevailing

hypothesis is that the FKBP52 FK1 domain, the pro-

line-rich loop in particular, comprises a functionally

important interaction surface. This is an idea for which

precedence exists as a co-crystallographic structure of a

related family member, FKBP12, bound to transforming

growth factor beta (TGF-b) demonstrates a direct inter-

action between the FKBP12 proline-rich loop and TGF-b

[25]. Interestingly, the proline residue analogous to pro-

line 119 in FKBP52 participates directly in that inter-

action.

If the FKBP52 FK1 domain and the proline rich loop

comprise an interaction surface, what is the interaction

partner within the receptor–Hsp90 complex? Figure 2

illustrates known and predicted interactions between

receptor, Hsp90 and FKBP52. FKBP52 is known to

interact with the C-terminal EEVD motif on Hsp90 by

way of the TPR domain [26,27]. The fact that FKBP52

regulation of receptor has been localized to the receptor

LBD and that FKBP52 regulation is receptor-specific

suggests that the interaction partner is the LBD. Thus,

it is hypothesized that Hsp90 brings the FKBP52 FK1

domain in close proximity to the LBD and the proline-

rich loop interacts with or at least transiently contacts the

receptor. A single point mutation in the AR LBD, P723S,

results in a mutant AR with increased dependence on

FKBP52 for function (also termed FKBP52 hypersensi-

tivity) [2��]. In addition, our laboratory has identified

additional mutations that confer a similar phenotype

(unpublished observation). If these residues are viewed
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as a whole on the AR LBD crystal structure, they delin-

eate a surface region that is within the recently charac-

terized BF3 surface [28�] on AR. Based on this

observation, the AR BF3 surface is hypothesized to be

a putative FKBP52 regulatory and/or interaction surface.

Therapeutically targeting FKBP52
The receptor specificity displayed by FKBP52 and the

receptor-specific phenotypes observed in the fkbp52-

deficient mice have established FKBP52 as an attractive

therapeutic target for the treatment of hormone-depend-

ent diseases. Given the receptor-specific phenotypes

observed in the mice one would predict a role for FKBP52

in androgen-dependent diseases; most notably prostate

cancer. Indeed, FKBP52 is upregulated in prostate nee-

dle biopsies [29] and our early FKBP52-specific drug

candidates have shown great promise at inhibiting pros-

tate cancer cell proliferation and androgen-dependent

gene expression (unpublished observations).

Given the role of FKBP52 in reproductive development

and success [2��,4��,10��,12��] FKBP52 could serve as a

target for contraceptive drugs. FKBP52 is crucial for

embryo implantation in females [12��,13��] and could

reasonably serve as a target for female contraception.

Although fkbp52-deficient male mice have normal testis

that produce viable sperm [2��], the sperm do have

reduced motility [11��]. It is not clear if the testis in

the mice have high enough testosterone levels produced

locally that compensate for reduced AR activity in the

absence of FKBP52, or if there is some factor present in

the testis that can compensate for the loss of FKBP52.

Thus, more studies to resolve these issues are needed, but

FKBP52 may also serve as a target for male contracep-

tives.

Although FKBP52 can be found in association with

estrogen receptor (ER)-chaperone complexes, an

FKBP52-mediated functional effect on ER signaling

has not been observed in cellular assays. However,

FKBP52 is over-expressed in breast tumors [30] and is

upregulated transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally

by estrogen [31]. Exposure to the pure estrogen antagon-

ist ICI182,780 (fulvestrant) prevents this estrogen-

mediated increase. A recent study has found that the

FKBP52 gene is methylated in ER-negative MDA-MB-

231, but not in ER-positive MCF7 cells, suggesting that

repression of FKBP52 may, itself, affect ER expression

[32]. Thus, early studies implicate FKBP52 as a potential

target for breast cancer, although more investigations into

the role of FKBP52 in breast cancer are needed.

The current drug and drug candidates targeting receptor

regulatory proteins lack sufficient specificity, and drugs

targeting the receptor hormone binding pockets often

lack efficacy in late stage disease. Figure 2 illustrates

known and predicted interactions in addition to known

and possible therapeutic targeting strategies. Geldana-

mycin and its analogs, for example, exhibit potent anti-

tumor activity by inhibiting Hsp90 interaction with client

proteins, leading to increased client protein degradation.

However, these drugs could potentially affect any Hsp90

client protein leading to adverse side effects, although the

Hsp90 inhibitors do preferentially target cancer cells

[reviewed in [33]]. In addition, geldanamycin has been

completely ineffective in prostate cancer.

Immunophilins are targets of the immunosuppressant

macrolide FK506 (Tacrolimus), which is clinically used

after organ transplantation [review in [34]]. FK506 is a

large molecule that binds the PPIase pocket and pro-

trudes out, forming a false interaction surface that binds

with high affinity to calcineurin resulting in immunosup-

pression [35]. FK506 does not discriminate among the

FKBP family members and immunosuppression is not a

desirable side effect for an anti-cancer drug. Although

FK506 binding to FKBP52 is not immunosuppressive, it

does inhibit FKBP52-mediated potentiation of steroid

receptor function and inhibits prostate cancer cell pro-

liferation [36�]. This not only demonstrates that FKBP52
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FKBP52 Interactions and Targeting Strategies. Interactions: Known

(solid arrow) and predicted (dashed arrow) interactions between

FKBP52, Hsp90 and the receptor are shown. FKBP52 is known to

interact with the C-terminal EEVD on Hsp90 and Hsp90 interacts with

the receptor ligand binding domain. Based on the available evidence it is

hypothesized that Hsp90 brings the FKBP52 FK1 domain, the proline-

rich loop in particular, in close proximity to the receptor LBD where

FKBP52 at least contacts the receptor leading to regulation of receptor

hormone binding and subcellular localization. Targeting the interactions:

Several drugs and drug candidates are available for disrupting receptor–

Hsp90 complexes. The Hsp90 inhibitor geldanamycin and derivatives

bind to the N-terminal nucleotide-binding site, which disrupts complex

formation and leads to receptor degradation. However, this class of

compounds lacks Hsp90 client protein specificity and has been

ineffective in prostate cancer. The immunosuppressive ligand FK506

binds the FKBP52 PPIase pocket and is known to disrupt FKBP52

regulation of receptor. However, this drug lacks FKBP protein specificity

and is highly immunosuppressive. If the FK1 domain and the proline-rich

loop do serve as an interaction surface, then targeting those interactions

is likely to be a viable option.
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is a ‘druggable’ protein, but also provides proof of prin-

ciple for the targeting of FKBP52 for the treatment of

prostate cancer. FK506 could be used as a scaffold to

design a large molecule that protrudes out of the PPIase

pocket and interferes with FKBP52 proline-rich loop

interactions, but that does not share the parent com-

pound’s affinity for calcineunin and its immunosuppres-

sive effect. However, such a molecule may not be able to

discriminate between the FKBPs given the conservation

of the PPIase pocket. Considering the highly conserved

nature of the TPR domain, especially among the FKBP

family members, there are also concerns about targeting

the FKBP52 TPR domain as well. The recent work by

Riggs et al. [7��] suggests that blocking proline-rich loop

interactions is potentially a highly specific therapeutic

strategy to inhibit receptor function. It is likely that small

molecule inhibitors specific for the FKBP52 FK1 domain,

and perhaps even the proline-rich loop, can be developed.

Finally, threonine 143 within the FKBP52 FK Linker

(Figure 1) that links the FK1 and FK2 domains is phos-

phorylated by casein kinase 2 and this phosphorylation

event was demonstrated to reorient the entire FK1

domain leading to a loss of FKBP52 function [37,38].

Thus, targeting the FKBP52 FK Linker may be a viable

option. Our laboratory is currently pursuing multiple

strategies for the development of FKBP52-specific

inhibitors.

Conclusion
FKBP52 has emerged as an extremely attractive thera-

peutic target. While much has been learned regarding the

role of FKBP52 in physiology, we still do not fully

understand how FKBP52 regulates receptors from a

structural and mechanistic point of view. Structural

and biochemical studies to understand the manner in

which FKBP52 interacts within the receptor–Hsp90

complex (e.g. cryo-EM and/or co-crystal structures)

and what the interaction partners are (e.g. cross-linking

and peptide mapping) are needed. While efforts are

underway to target FKBP52 with small molecule inhibi-

tors, these types of studies would greatly enhance these

efforts. Finally, there is mounting evidence that FKBP52

not only directly participates in receptor association with

the nuclear pore and nuclear translocation, but also has a

continued role in regulating receptor function once in the

nucleus. Thus, studies that distinguish between the

cytoplasmic and nuclear roles of FKBP52 are also

needed.
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